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A..! Animal Bone Reference Collections in the United Kingdom
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A.2 Collections in the UK, Canada and Greece with Staff
U)
Ancient Monuments Lab, English Heritage (AML) Sebastian Payne, Simon Mays,	 c4
Polydora Baker
Aberdeen University, Department of Zoology (ABZ): Ken Watt
Birmingham University, Department of Archaeology (BHU): Umberto Abarella
Birkbeck College, Center for Extra-Mural Studies (BIC): Tony Legge
Bradford University, Department of Archaeological Science (BR): Ingrid Mainland
Bristol University, Department of Archaeology (BU): Stephen Harris
University College London. Department of Biology (BUC): Adrian Lister
Cambridge University, Department of Archaeology (CB): Jessica Rippengal
Creswell Crags Visitors Center (CC): Brian Chambers
Cambridge Zoology Museum (CZM): Peter Jewel! Soay Sheep Collection
Durham University, Department of Archaeology (DH): Peter Rowley-Conwy, Jacqui
Huntley, Shaun Doran, Louisa Gidney
David I. Chapman Private Collection. Suffolk (DIC): Norma Chapman
Environmental Archaeology Unit, York University (EAU): Keith Dobney, Deborah
Jaques, Cluny Johnstone, Mark Beech, Terry O'Connor
University of Edinburgh, Department of Archaeology (EUA): Nicola Murray, Denise
Carruthers, Sarah Whitcher
Fitch Laboratory, British School at Athens (FLA): Ian Whitbread
Glasgow Museums and Art Gallery (GMS): Richard Sutciffe, Jeff Hancock
Glasgow University, Hunterian Zoology Museum (GUZ): Maggie Reilly
Harrison Zoological Museum, Seven Oaks (HZM): David Harrison
Liverpool University (LU): J. Baker
Malcolm H. Wiener Laboratory, American School of Classical Studies at Athens
(MHW): Scott Pike, Kim Chi To, Sherry Fox Leonard
University College London, Department of Medical Physics (MUC): Paul O'Higgins
Natural History Museum, London, Department of Mammals (NHM): Richard Sabin,
Paula Jenkins, Juliet Clutton-Brock, Richard Harbord
Natural History Museum, London, Department of Palaeontology (NHM): Norman
MacLeod
National Scotland Museum, Natural History Department (NMS): Andrew Kitchener
National Museum of Wales, Cardiff, Department of Mammals (NMW): Peter Howlett
Oxford City Museum (0CM): Jane Pickering, Denise Blagden, Malgosia Attkinson
440
Royal College of Surgeons, Odontological Museum (0DM): Caroline Grigson
Powell-Cotton Museum, Quex (PCM): Derek Howlett
Royal Ontario Museum, Department of Manimology (ROM): Susan Woodward, Burton
Lim
Sheffield University, Department of Archaeology and Prehistory (SF): Pat Collins,
Paul Haistead
Southampton Fauna! Remains Unit (SF1): Pippa Smith, Kate Clark, Jacqui Mulville,
Dale Sarjeantson
University College London, Institute of Archaeology (UCL): Louise Martin, Simon
Hilison, Clive Orton, Karen Excel
University of Manitoba, Department of Anthropology (UMA): Haskel Greenfield
University of Toronto, Department of Anthropology (UTA): Max Friesen
University of Winnipeg, Department of Anthropology (IJWI): Christopher Meildejohn,
Peter Dawson
University of Wales, Lampeter (UWL): Yiannis Hamilakis


















B 2	 Sus specimen catalogue
• Atlas, axis, glenoid fossa, proximal humerus
• Obturator foramen, proximal femur, distal
femur
• Distal tibia, astragalus











B 4	 Cervus specimen catalogue
• Atlas transverse process, axial dens
• Glenoid fossa, distal humerus
• Proximal metacarpus, obturator foramen, pubis
• Proximal femur, distal tibia
• Astragalus, proximal metatarsus












B.1	 Vulpes Catalogue of Specimens
Vulpes Left Glenoud Fossa
I AML 2528	 M	 Adult	 Feral	 Cambridgeshire	 UK
2 AML 2029	 M	 Immature Feral	 Buckunghamsh	 UK
3 AML 2210	 F	 Adult	 Feral	 Buckinghamsh	 UK
4 AML 2880	 F	 Adult	 Feral	 Somerset	 UK
5 ROM 33 2 8 1	 M	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Hastings	 Canada
6 ROM 36 1 20 2	 F	 Subadult Wild	 Ontario	 Cochrane	 Canada
7 ROM 34122 2	 M	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Hastings	 Canada
8 ROM 34 1 22 1	 F	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Hastings	 Canada
9 ROM 33 2 8 2	 M	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Hastings	 Canada
10 ROM 33 1 20 2	 F	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Kenora	 Canada
11 ROM 334 13 6	 M	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Kenora	 Canada
12 ROM 33 4 13 5	 M	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Kenora	 Canada
13 ROM 33 1 20 1	 M	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Kenora	 Canada
14 ROM 32 3 11 7	 M	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Muskoka	 Canada
15 ROM 34 3 9 4	 F	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Parry Sound Canada
16 ROM 34 3 9 3	 M	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Parry Sound Canada
17 ROM 33 2 15 4	 F	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Rainy River Canada
18 ROM 83001	 F	 Subadult Wild	 Ontario	 Rainy River Canada
19 ROM 82977	 M	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontano	 Rainy River Canada
20 ROM 83002	 M	 Subadult Wild	 OntarTo	 Rainy River Canada
21 GUZ 1821	 M	 Adult	 Feral	 Scotland	 UK
22 EUA B29	 M	 Adult	 Feral	 Scotland	 UK
23 ROM 93092	 F	 Adult	 Wild	 New York	 USA
24 ROM 12967	 F	 Subadult Wild	 Ontario	 Nipissung	 Canada
25 ROM 88248	 M	 Immature Wild	 Ontario	 Parry Sound Canada
26 ROM 16756	 F	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Sudbury	 Canada
27 ROM 16831	 M	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Sudbury	 Canada
28 ROM 32 12 26 4	 F	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Sudbury	 Canada
29 ROM 32 12 26 5	 M	 Subaduit Wild	 Ontario	 Sudbury	 Canada
30 ROM 32 12 26 6	 2	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Sudbury	 Canada
31 ROM 28083	 M	 1 yr	 Captive Ontano	 Canada
32 ROM 28084	 M	 1 yr	 Captive Ontario	 Canada
33 ROM 28079	 M	 1yr	 Captive Ontario	 Canada
34 ROM 28078	 M	 1 yr	 Captive Ontario	 Canada
35 ROM 28076	 M	 1yr	 Captive Ontario	 Canada
36 ROM 28080	 F	 2 yrs	 Captive Ontario	 Canada
37 ROM 28088	 F	 2 yrs	 Captive Ontano	 Canada
38 ROM 28062	 F	 2 yrs	 Captive Ontario	 Canada
39 ROM 28063	 F	 2 yrs	 Captive Ontario	 Canada
40 ROM 28012	 F	 Adult	 Captive Ontario	 Canada
41 ROM 28030	 M	 5 yrs	 Captive Ontano	 Canada
42 ROM 28017	 M	 6 yrs	 Captive Ontario	 Canada
43 ROM 28019	 F	 4 yrs	 Captive Ontano	 Canada
44 ROM 28025	 F	 6 yrs	 Captive Ontario	 Canada
45 ROM 28047	 F	 2 yrs	 Captive Ontario	 Canada
46 ROM 28048	 F	 2 yrs	 Captive Ontario	 Canada
47	 SH 1358	 M	 37 mos	 Feral	 Wales	 Bristol	 UK
48	 SH 1124	 F	 24 mos	 Feral	 Wales	 Bristol	 UK
49	 SH 1035	 M	 21 mos	 Feral	 Wales	 Bristol	 UK




51	 SH 1309	 M	 21 mos	 Feral	 Wales	 Bristol	 UK
52	 SH 1305	 F	 32 mos	 Feral	 Wales	 Bnstol	 UK
53	 SH 1331	 F	 47 mos	 Feral	 Wales	 Bristol	 UK
54	 SH 1343	 M	 71 mos	 Feral	 Wales	 Bristol	 UK
55	 SH 1291	 F	 19 mos	 Feral	 Wales	 Bristol	 UK
56	 SH 1325	 F	 22 mos	 Feral	 Wales	 Bristol	 UK
57	 SH 1308	 F	 21 mos	 Feral	 Wales	 Bristol	 UK
58	 SH 1307	 F	 33 mos	 Feral	 Wales	 Bristol	 UK
59	 SH 1370	 M	 14 mos	 Feral	 Wales	 Bristol	 UK
60	 SH 1369	 F	 13 mos	 Feral	 Wales	 Bristol	 UK
61	 SH 1345	 F	 47 mos	 Feral	 Wales	 Bristol	 UK
62	 SH 1327	 M	 22 mos	 Feral	 Wales	 Bristol	 UK
63	 SH 1061	 F	 22 mos	 Feral	 Wales	 Bristol	 UK
64	 SH 1286	 F	 55 mos	 Feral	 Wales	 Bristol	 UK
65	 SH 1371	 F	 14 mos	 Feral	 Wales	 Bristol	 UK
66	 SH 1169	 F	 13 mos	 Feral	 Wales	 Bristol	 UK
67	 SH 1165	 M	 25 mos	 Feral	 Wales	 Bristol	 UK
68	 SH 1312	 M	 21 mos	 Feral	 Wales	 Bristol	 UK
69	 SH 1170	 M	 13 mos	 Feral	 Wales	 Bristol	 UK
70	 SH 1258	 M	 52 mos	 Feral	 Wales	 Bristol	 UK






































































5 ROM 33 2 8 1
	
M
6 ROM 36 1 20 2
	
F
7 ROM 34 1 22 2
	
M
8 ROM 34 1 22 1
	
F
9 ROM 33 2 8 2
	
M




















































28 ROM 3212264 F















































































































































































































































































































































14 ROM 3212264 F
15 ROM 3212265 M
16 ROM 3212266 2
	17 ROM 36 1 20	 1
	
F
18 ROM 36 1 20 2 F
19 ROM 36 1 20 3 M




22 ROM 34 1 22 2 M
23 ROM 34 1 22 1 F
	
24 ROM 33 2 8	 2
	
M
25 ROM 334136 M
26 ROM 33 1 20 2 F
27 ROM 334135 M


















































































es Distal Left Humerus




























1 yr	 Captive	 Ontario
1 yr	 Captive	 Ontario
1 yr	 Captive	 Ontario
1 yr	 Captive	 Ontario
1 yr	 Captive	 Ontario
1 yr	 Captive	 Ontario
2 yrs	 Captive	 Ontario
2 yrs	 Captive	 Ontario
2 yrs	 Captive	 Ontario
2 yrs	 Captive	 Ontario
Adult	 Captive	 Ontario
5 yrs	 Captive	 Ontano
6 yrs	 Captive	 Ontario
4 yrs	 Captive	 Ontano
6 yrs	 Captive	 Ontano
2 yrs	 Captive	 Ontario
2 yrs	 Captive	 Ontario
37 mos	 Feral	 Wales
24 mos	 Feral	 Wales
21 mos	 Feral	 Wales
27 mos	 Feral	 Wales














































































5 ROM 33 2 8 1
	
M
6 ROM 36 1 203 M
7 ROM 34 1 222 M
8 ROM 34 1 22 1
	
F






11 ROM 334135 M




































25 ROM 3212264 F
















































































1 yr	 Captive Ontario
1 yr	 Captive Ontario
1 yr	 Captive Ontario
1 yr	 Captive Ontario
1 yr	 Captive Ontario
1 yr	 Captive Ontario
2 yrs	 Captive Ontario
2 yrs	 Captive Ontario
2 yrs	 Captive Ontario
2 yrs	 Captive Ontario
Adult	 Captive Ontario
5 yrs	 Captive Ontano
6 yrs	 Captive Ontario
4 yrs	 Captive Ontario
6 yrs	 Captive Ontario
2 yrs	 Captive Ontario
2 vrs	 CaDtive Ontano
450
Vulpes Proximal Left Femur
I ROM 36 1 20 3	 M	 Immature Wild	 Ontario	 Cochrane	 Canada
2 ROM 33 2 8 1	 M	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Hastings	 Canada
3 ROM 34 1 22 2	 M	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Hastings	 Canada
4 ROM 34 1 22 1	 F	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Hastings	 Canada
5 ROM 33 4 13 5
	
M	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Kenora	 Canada
6 ROM 33 2 8 2	 M	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Hastings	 Canada
7 ROM 33 1 20 2
	
F	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Kenora	 Canada
8 ROM 33 4 13 6	 M	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Kenora	 Canada
9 ROM 33 1 20 1	 M	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Kenora	 Canada
10 ROM 323 11 7	 M	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Muskoka	 Canada
11 ROM 34 3 9 4	 F	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Parry Sound Canada
12 ROM 34 3 9 3	 M	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Parry Sound Canada
13 ROM 33 2 154	 F	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Rainy River Canada
_14 ROM 83001	 F	 Subadult Wild	 Ontario	 Rainy River Canada
_15 ROM 82977	 M	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Rainy River Canada
_16 ROM 83002	 M	 Subadult Wild	 Ontario	 Rainy River Canada
_17 AML 2210	 F	 Adult	 Feral Buckinghamsh	 UK
18 AML 2528	 M	 Adult	 Feral	 Cambridgeshire	 UK
19 AML 2029	 M	 Immature Feral	 Buckinghamsh	 UK
20 AML 2880	 F	 Adult	 Feral Somerset	 UK
21 GUZ 1821	 M	 Adult	 Feral	 Scotland	 UK
22 EUA B29	 M	 Adult	 Feral	 Scotland	 UK
23 ROM 93092	 F	 Adult	 Wild	 New York	 USA
24 RaM 12967	 F	 Subadult Wild	 Ontario	 Nipissing	 Canada
25 ROM 88248	 M	 Immature Wild	 Ontario	 Parry Sound Canada
26 ROM 16756	 P	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Sudbury	 Canada
27 ROM 16831	 M	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Sudbury	 Canada
	
28 ROM 32 12 26 4 F	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Sudbury	 Canada
	
29 ROM 32 12 26 5 M	 Subadult Wild	 Ontario	 Sudbury	 Canada
	
30 ROM 32 12 26 6 ' 	 Adult	 Wild	 Ontario	 Sudbury	 Canada
31 ROM 28077	 M	 1 yr	 Captive Ontario	 Canada
32 ROM 28083	 M	 1 yr	 Captive Ontario	 Canada
33 ROM 28084	 M	 1 yr	 Captive Ontario	 Canada
34 RaM 28079	 M	 Captive Ontario	 Canada
35 ROM 28078	 M	 1 yr	 Captive Ontario	 Canada
36 ROM 28076	 M	 1 yr	 Captive Ontario	 Canada
37 ROM 28080	 F	 2 yrs	 Captive Ontario	 Canada
38 ROM 28088	 F	 2 yrs	 Captive Ontario	 Canada
39 ROM 28062	 F	 2 yrs	 Captive Ontario	 Canada
40 ROM 28063	 F	 2 yrs	 Captive Ontario	 Canada
41 ROM 28012	 F	 Adult	 Captive Ontario	 Canada
42 ROM 28030	 M	 5 yrs	 Captive Ontano	 Canada
43 ROM 28017	 M	 6 yrs	 Captive Ontano	 Canada
44 ROM 28019	 F	 4 yrs	 Captive Ontario	 Canada
45 ROM 28025	 F	 6 yrs	 Captive Ontario	 Canada
46 ROM 28047	 F	 2 yrs	 Captive Ontario	 Canada
47 ROM 28048	 F	 2 yrs	 Captive Ontario	 Canada
48	 SH 1358	 M	 37 mos	 Feral	 Wales	 Bristol	 UK
49	 SH 1124	 F	 24 mos	 Feral	 Wales	 Bristol	 UK








13.2 Sus Catalogue ot Specimens
Sus Axis
I SH 603 F	 Adult	 Wild	 Romsey UK
2 CB 323 F	 Subadult	 Wild	 UK
3 CB 316 F	 Adult	 Wild	 UK







Sus Left Obturator Foramen
I	 CB 323 F	 Subadult	 Wild	 UK
2 CB 316 F	 Adult	 Wild	 UK
3 CB 307 M	 Immature	 Domestic	 UK
4	 SF 55 F	 - 5 yrs	 Wild	 Captive	 UK
5 SF 76 M	 - 3 yrs	 Wild	 Captive	 UK
6 EAU 665 M	 4 yrs	 Wild	 Captive	 Poland
7 EAU 662 F	 - 3 yrs	 Tarnworth	 UK







Sus Distal Left Tibia
I	 SF 55 F	 - 5 yrs	 Wild	 Captive	 UK
2 CB 316 F	 Adult	 Wild	 UK
3 CB 323 F	 Subadult	 Wild	 UK
4 SH 603 F	 Adult	 Wild	 Romsey	 UK
5	 SF 76 M	 - 3 yrs	 Wild	 Captive	 UK
6 EAU 665 M	 4 yrs	 Wild	 Captive	 Poland
7 EAU 662 F	 - 3 yrs	 Tamworth	 UK




















































































































































Dama Proximal Left Metacarpus
M	 Adult	 Southampton
M	 - 3 yrs	 Southampton
F	 Adult	 Southampton
M	 12 yrs	 Gambridge
M	 47 mos	 Suffolk
M	 68 mos	 Suffolk
F	 > 9 yrs	 Suffolk
F	 > 9 yrs	 Richmond Park
M	 54 mos	 Epping Forest
M	 78 mos	 Epping Forest
F	 >6yrs	 Suffolk
F	 Adult	 Richmond Park
F	 Adult	 Richmond Park
F	 Adult	 Richmond Park
M	 Adult	 Richmond Park
M	 Adult	 Richmond Park
M	 Adult	 Richmond Park
F	 Adult	 Richmond Park
F	 Adult	 Richmond Park
F	 Adult	 Richmond Park
F	 Adult	 Richmond Park
F	 Adult	 Richmond Park
M	 Adult	 Richmond Park
F	 Adult	 Richmond Park
F	 Adult	 Richmond Park
M	 Adult	 Richmond Park
F	 Adult	 Richmond Park
F	 Adult	 Richmond Park
F	 Adult	 Richmond Park
F	 Adult	 Richmond Park
F	 Adult	 Richmond Park








































Dama Proximal Left Femur
I AML 2526 M




































































24 NHM 19361 M
25 NHM 19372 F





























































Dama Proximal Left Metatarsus
	I 	 SH 42	 M	 Adult	 Southampton	 UK
	
2	 SH 494	 M	 - 3 yrs	 Southampton	 UK	 E
	3	 SH 776	 F	 Adult	 Southampton	 UK
	
4	 CB 333	 M	 l2yrs	 Cambridge	 UK
	
5	 DIC 211	 M	 68mos	 Suffolk	 UK
	
6	 DIG 212	 F	 >9yrs	 Suffolk	 UK
	
7	 DIC 200	 F	 > 9 yrs	 Richmond Park	 UK
	 C
	8	 DIG 218	 F	 4 yrs	 Epping Forest	 UK
	
9	 DIG 258	 M	 54 mos	 Epping Forest	 UK
	
10	 DIG 259	 M	 78 mos	 Epping Forest	 UK
	
11	 DIG 14	 F	 >6yrs	 Suffolk	 UK
	
12	 DIG Ki	 F	 Adult	 Richmond Park	 UK
	
13	 DIG K7	 F	 Adult	 Richmond Park	 UK
	
14	 DIG K25	 F	 Adult	 Richmond Park	 UK
	
15	 DIG K26	 F	 Adult	 Richmond Park	 UK
	
16	 DIG K28	 F	 Adult	 Richmond Park	 UK
	
17	 DIG N21	 M	 Adult	 Richmond Park	 UK
	
18	 DIG N22	 M	 Adult	 Richmond Park	 UK
	
19	 DIG N23	 M	 Adult	 Richmond Park	 UK
	
20	 DIG N31	 F	 Adult	 Richmond Park	 UK
	
21	 DIG N35	 F	 Adult	 Richmond Park	 UK
	
22	 DIG N37	 F	 Adult	 Richmond Park	 UK
	
23	 DIG N38	 F	 Adult	 Richmond Park	 UK
	
24	 DIG N39	 F	 Adult	 Richmond Park	 UK
	
25	 DIG N40	 M	 Adult	 Richmond Park	 UK
	
26	 DIG N42	 F	 Adult	 Richmond Park	 UK
	
27	 DIG N45	 F	 Adult	 Richmond Park	 UK
	
28	 DIG N46	 M	 Adult	 Richmond Park	 UK
	
29	 DIG N48	 F	 Adult	 Richmond Park	 UK
	
30	 DIC N50	 F	 Adult	 Richmond Park	 UK
31	 DIC N52	 F	 Adult	 Richmond Park	 UK
	
32	 DIG N53	 F	 Adult	 Richmond Park	 UK
	
33	 DIC N55	 F	 Adult	 Richmond Park	 UK
	
34 	 DIG K56	 M	 Adult	 Richmond Park	 UK
	
35	 CG 37	 F	 - 5 yrs	 Notts	 UK
	
36	 NHM 1936 1 M	 Adult	 Sussex	 UK
	
37	 NHM 1937 1 F	 Adult	 Sussex	 UK
465
B.4 Cervus Catabgue of Specimens
Cerius Atlas Lateral Process
1 0CM 19348 M	 Adult	 Oxford	 UK
2 0CM 19502	 F	 Adult	 Oxford	 UK
3 EUA D24	 M	 Adult	 Scotland	 UK
4 EUA B21	 F	 Adult	 Scotland	 UK
Cervus Axis
1 0CM 19348	 M	 Adult	 Oxford	 UK
2 0CM 19502	 F	 Adult	 Oxford	 UK
3 EUA B21	 F	 Adult	 Scotland	 UK
4 EUA D24	 M	 Adult	 Scotland	 UK
5	 SH 122	 F	 Adult	 Lyme Park Cheshire	 UK
6	 CB 318	 F	 >lOyrs	 Cambridge	 UK
7	 CB 334	 M	 >lOyrs	 Cambridge	 UK
8	 SF 41	 F	 - 6yrs	 Sheffield	 UK
9 EAU 2	 F	 Adult	 Yorkshire	 UK
10 NHM 18923	 M	 Adult	 Patho	 Iran
	
11 NHM 1866 12 M	 Adult	 Kashmir	 India
	









I	 SH 122	 F	 Adult	 Lyme Park Cheshire 	 UK
2	 CB 318	 F	 >10 yrs	 Cambridge UK
3	 CB 334	 M	 >10 yrs	 Cambridge UK
4	 CB 354	 F	 - 4 yrs	 Cambridge UK
5	 DIC 195	 M	 -4yrs	 Suffolk	 UK
6 DIC 44	 M	 - 4yrs	 Suffolk	 UK
7	 SF 41	 F	 -6yrs	 Sheffield	 UK
8 EAU 2	 F	 Adult	 Yorkshire	 UK
9	 CC 132	 M	 -6yrs	 Notts	 UK
10 NHM 18923	 M	 Adult	 Patho	 Iran
	
11 NHM 1866 12 M	 Adult	 Kashmir	 India
	








ff3 Ovis Catalogue of Specimens
I AML 2894 C
2 AML 2914 C
3 AML 1490 F
4 AML 2943 C
5 AML 1308 F
6 AML 2978 C
7 AML 2573 M
8 AML 2778 F
9 AML 2567 F
10 AML 1493 F
11 AML 1488 F
12 AML 2227 F
13 AML 2228 F
14 AML 2226 F
15 AML 460 M
16 AML 2832 C
17 AML 1487 M
18 AML 2044 M
19 AML 2948 C
20 AML 2945 C
21 AML 1489 F
22 AML 1491 F
23 AML 2224 F




28 EAU 547 C
29 EAU553 C
30 EAU 661 C
31	 BR600 F
32 EAU 643 M
33 EAU 621 M
34 DH2	 M




































































































































7 AML 2894 C
8 AML 2914 C
9 AML 1490 F
10 AML 2943 C
11 AML 1308 F
12 AML 2978 C
13 AML 2573 M
14 AML 2778 F
15 AML 2567 F
16 AML 1493 F
17 AML 1488 F
18 AML 2227 F
19 AML 2228 F
20 AML 2226 F
21 AML 460 M
22 AML 1487 M
23 AML 2044 M
24 AML 2832 C
25 AML 2948 C
26 AML 2945 C
27 AML 1489 F
28 AML 1491 F
29 AML 2224 F






36 EAU 547 C
37 FLA 5(1) F
































































































































	I AML 1495 F
	 54 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
2 AML 1494 F
	 54 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
3 AML 1492 F
	 79 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
4 AML 1497 F
	 79 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
5 AML 1496 F
	 67 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
6 AML 2894 C
	 35 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
7 AML 2914 C
	 39 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
8 AML 1490 F
	 79 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
9 AML 2943 C
	 43 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
10 AML 1308 F	 141 mos Soay	 UK
	
11 AML 2978 C	 45 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
12 AML 2438 F	 111 mos Soay	 Suffolk	 UK
	
13 AML 2573 M	 48 mos	 Herdwick	 Hoy	 UK
	
14 AML 2688 F	 110 mos Soay	 Suffolk	 UK
	
15 AML 2778 F	 45 mos	 Soay	 Hirta	 UK
	
16 AML 2567 F	 43 mos	 Herdwick	 Hoy	 UK
	
17 AML 2510 F	 127 mos Soay	 Suffolk	 UK
	
18 AML 1493 F	 67 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
19 AML 1488 F	 55 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
20 AML 2227 F	 125 mos Soay	 Suffolk	 UK
	
21 AML 2228 F	 41 mos	 Soay	 Hirta	 UK
	
22 AML 2226 F	 146 mos Soay	 UK
	
23 AML 460 M	 60 mos + Soay	 UK
	
24 AML 1487 M	 60 mos + Soay	 Hirta	 UK
	
25 AML 2044 M	 144 mos Moont Shetland	 UK
	
26 AML 2832 C	 156 mos Soay	 Cambridge UK
	
27 AML 1585 C	 52 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
28 AML 1588 C	 52 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
29 AML 2948 C	 60 mos + Soay	 St Kilda	 UK
	
30 AML 2946 C	 60 mos + Soay	 St Kilda	 UK
	
31 AML 2945 C	 60 mos + Soay	 St Kilda	 UK
	
32 AML 1555 C	 39 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
33 AML 1559 C	 42 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
34 AML 1587 C	 45 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
35 AML 1489 F	 79 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
36 AML 1491 F	 55 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
37 AML 2224 F	 41 mos	 Soay	 Surrey	 UK
	
38 AML 2225 F	 89 mos	 Soay	 Surrey	 UK
	
39 SH 868 F	 Adult	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	40 SH 485 F	 Adult	 Soay	 Zoo	 UK
41	 SH 900 F	 Adult	 Ronaldsay	 Orkney	 UK
42 SF 45	 F	 Adult	 Soay	 JK
43 SF 43	 M	 Old	 Soay	 UK
	
44 BR 600 F	 Adult	 Soay	 UK
	
45 EAU 547 C	 46 mos	 Herdwick	 Hoy	 UK
	
46 EAU 553 C	 48 mos	 Herdwick	 Hoy	 UK
	
47 EAU 661 C	 48 mos	 Herdwick	 Hoy	 UK
	
48 EAU 643 M	 54 mos	 Herdwick	 Hoy	 UK
	
49 EAU 621 M	 30 mos	 Herdwick	 Hoy	 UK
50 OH 2	 M	 76 mos	 Soay	 Durham	 UK
51 OH 1	 M	 72 mos+ Soay	 Durham	 UK	 Patho
52 FLA 88	 M	 Adult	 Assiros	 Greece
53 FLA 80	 F	 Adult	 Hebndes	 UK
	
54 FLA 5(2) F	 Adult	 Assiros	 Greece
	












































I AML 1495 F
2 AML 1494 F
3 AML 1492 F
4 AML 1497 F
5 AML 1496 F
6 AML 1490 F
7 AML 1308 F
8 AML 2978 C
9 AML 2438 F
10 AML 2573 M
11 AML 2688 F
12 AML 2778 F
13 AML 2567 F
14 AML 2510 F
15 AML 1493 F
16 AML 1488 F
17 AML 2227 F
18 AML 2228 F
19 AML 2226 F
20 AML 460 M
21 AML 1487 M
22 AML 2044 M
23 AML 2832 C
24 AML 1585 C
25 AML 1588 C
26 AML 2948 C
27 AML 2945 C
28 AML 1489 F
29 AML 1491 F
30 AML 2224 F
31 AML 2225 F
32 SH 868 F
33 SH 485 F







37 BR 600 F
38 EAU 547 C
39 EAU 553 C




42 EAU 643 M




45 FLA 5(1) F












































































































Ovis Proximal Right Metacarpus
	
I AML 1495 F	 54 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
2 AML 1494 F
	
54 mos	 Shettand	 Hoy	 UK
	
3 AML 1492 F	 79 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
4 AML 1497 F	 79 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
5 AML 1496 F	 67 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
6 AML 2894 C
	 35 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
7 AML 2914 C	 39 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
8 AML 1490 F	 79 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
9 AML 2943 C
	
43 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
10 AML 1308 F	 141 mos	 Soay	 UK
	
11 AML 2978 C	 45 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
12 AML 2438 F	 111 mos	 Soay	 Suffolk	 UK
	
13 AML 2573 M	 48 mos	 Herdwick	 Hoy	 UK
	
14 AML 2688 F	 110 mos	 Soay	 Suffolk	 UK
	
15 AML 2778 F	 45 mos	 Soay	 Hirta	 UK
	
16 AML 2567 F	 43 mos	 Herdwick	 Hoy	 UK
	
17 AML 2510 F	 127 mos	 Soay	 Suffolk	 UK
	
18 AML 1493 F	 67 mos	 Shetland	 Hay	 UK
	
19 AML 1488 F	 55 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
20 AML 2227 F	 125 mos	 Soay	 Suffolk	 UK
	
21 AML 2228 F	 41 mos	 Soay	 Hirta	 UK
	
22 AML 2226 F	 146 mos	 Soay	 UK
	
23 AML 2552 M	 108 rnos	 Soay	 UK
	
24 AML 1487 M	 60 mos +	 Soay	 Hirta	 UK
	
25 AML 2044 M	 144 mos	 MooritShetland	 UK
	
26 AML 2832 C	 156 mos	 Soay	 Cambridge UK
	
27 AML 1585 C
	
52 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	





Ovis Right Obturator Foramen
	
I AML 1494 F	 54 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
2 AML 1492 F	 79 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
3 AML 2894 C
	 35 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
4 AML 2914 C
	 39 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
5 AML 1490 F	 79 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
6 AML 2943 C
	 43 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
7 AML 1308 F	 141 mos Soay
	 UK
	
8 AML 2978 C	 45 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	




10 AML 2573 M	 48 mos	 Herdwick	 Hoy	 UK
	
11 AML 2688 F	 110 mos Soay	 Suffolk	 UK
	
12 AML 2778 F	 45 mos	 Soay	 Hirta	 UK
	
13 AML 2567 F	 43 mos	 Herdwick	 Hoy
	
14 AML 2510 F	 127 mos Soay	 Suffolk	 UK
	
15 AML 1493 F	 67 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
16 AML 1488 F	 55 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
17 AML 2227 F	 125 mos Soay	 Suffolk	 UK
	
18 AML 2228 F	 41 mos	 Soay	 Hirta	 UK
	
19 AML 2226 F	 146 mos Soay	 UK
	
20 AML 460 M	 60 mos + Soay	 UK
	
21 AML 2552 M	 108 mos Soay	 UK
	
22 AML 1487 M	 60 mos + Soay	 Hirta	 UK
	
23 AML 2044 M	 144 mos Moont Shetland 	 UK
	
24 AML 2832 C	 156 mos Soay	 Cambndge UK
	
25 AML 1585 C	 52 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
26 AML 1588 C	 52 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
27 AML 2948 C	 60 mos + Soay	 St Kilda	 UK
	
28 AML 2946 C	 60 mos + Soay	 St Kilda	 UK
	
29 AML 2945 C	 60 mos + Soay	 StKilda	 UK
	
30 AML 1555 C	 39 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
31 AML 1559 C	 42 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
32 AML 1587 C	 45 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
33 AML 1489 F	 79 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
34 AML 1491 F	 55 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
35 AML 2224 F	 41 mos	 Soay	 Surrey	 UK
	
36 AML 2225 F	 89 mos	 Soay	 Surrey	 UK
	
37 SH 868 F	 Adult	 Shetland	 Hoy	 UK
	
38 SH 485 F	 Adult	 Soay	 Zoo	 UK
	
39 SH 900 F	 Adult	 Ronaidsay	 Orkney	 UK
40 SF 43	 M	 Old	 Soay	 UK
	
41 BR 600 F	 Adult	 Soay	 UK
	
42 EAU 547 C	 46 mos	 Herdwick	 Hoy	 UK
	
43 EAU 553 C	 48 mos	 Herdwick	 Hoy	 UK
	
44 EAU 661 C	 48 mos	 Herdwick	 Hoy	 UK
	
45 EAU 643 M	 54 mos	 Herdwick	 Hoy	 UK
	
46 EAU 621 M	 30 mos	 Herdwick	 Hoy	 UK
47 DH 2	 M	 76 mos	 Soay	 Durham	 UK
48 DH 1	 M	 72 mos+ Soay	 Durham	 UK	 Patho
49 FLA 88	 M	 Adult	 Assiros	 Greece
50 FLA 80	 F	 Adult	 Hebndes	 UK
	
51 FLA 5(2) F	 Adult	 Assiros	 Greece
	
































































I AML 1495 F
2 AML 1494 F
3 AML 1492 F
4 AML 1497
5 AML 1496 F
6 AML 2894 C
7 AML 1490 F
8 AML 2943 C
9 AML 1308 F
10 AML 2978 C
11 AML 2438 F
12 AML 2567 F
13 AML 2573 M
14 AML 2688 F
15 AML 2778
16 AML 2510 F
17 AML 1493 F
18 AML 1488 F
19 AML 2227 F
20 AML 2228 F
21 AML 2226 F
22 AML 460 M
23 AML 1487 M
24 AML 2044 M
25 AML 2832 C
26 AML 1585 C
27 AML 1588 C
28 AML 2948 C
29 AML 2946 C
30 AML 2945 C
31 AML 1555 C
32 AML 1559 C
33 AML 1587 C
34 AML 1489 F
35 AML 1491 F
36 AML 2224 F
37 AML 2225 F
38 SH 868 F
39 SH 485 F








43 BR 600 F
44 EAU 547 C
45 EAU 553 C
























Ovis Proximal Right Femur
54 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy
54 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy
79 rnos	 Shetland	 Hoy
79 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy
67 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy
35 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy
79 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy
43 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy
141 mos Soay
45 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy
111 mos	 Soay	 Suffolk
43 mos	 Herdwick	 Hoy
48 mos	 Herdwick	 Hoy
110 mos	 Soay	 Suffolk
45 mos	 Soay	 Hirta
127 mos Soay	 Suffolk
67 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy
55 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy
125 mos Soay	 Suffolk
41 mos	 Soay	 Hirta
146 mos Soay
60 mos + Soay
60 mos + Soay	 Hirta
144 mos	 Moorit Shetland
156 mos Soay	 Cambru
52 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy
52 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy
60 mos + Soay	 St Kilda
60 mos + Soay	 St Kilda
60 mos + Soay	 St Kilda
39 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy
42 mos	 Shetland	 oy
45 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy
79 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy
55 mos	 Shetland	 Hoy
41 mos	 Soay	 Surrey

























I AML 1495 F
2 AML 1494 F
3 AML 1492 F
4 AML 1497 F
5 AML 1496 F
6 AML 2894 C
7 AML 2914 C
8 AML 1490 F
9 AML 2943 C
10 AML 1308 F
11 AML 2978 C
12 AML 2438 F
13 AML 2573 M
14 AML 2688 F
15 AML 2778 F
16 AML 2567 F
17 AML 2510 F
18 AML 1493 F
19 AML 1488 F
20 AML 2227 F
21 AML 2228 F
22 AML 460 M
23 AML 1487 M
24 AML 2044 M
25 AML 2832 C
26 AML 1585 C
27 AML 1588 C
28 AML 2948 C
29 AML 2945 C
30 AML 1555 C
31 AML 1559 C
32 AML 1587 C
33 AML 1489 F
34 AML 1491 F
35 AML 2224 F
36 AML 2225 F
37 SH 868 F
38 SH 485 F




41 BR 600 F
42 EAU 547 C
43 EAU 553 C




46 EAU 643 M












































60 mos +	 Soay




























































































































































































































I AML 1495 F
2 AML 1494
3 AML 1492 F
4 AML 1497 F
5 AML 1496 F
6 AML 2894 C
7 AML 2914 C
8 AML 1490 F
9 AML 2943 C
10 AML 1308 F
11 AML 2978 C
12 AML 2438 F
13 AML 2573 M
14 AML 2688 F
15 AML 2778 F
16 AML 2567 F
17 AML 2510 F
18 AML 1493 F
19 AML 1488 F
20 AML 2227 F
21 AML 2228 F
22 AML 2226 F
23 AML 460 M
24 AML 2552 M
25 AML 1487 M
26 AML 2044 M
27 AML 2832 C
28 AML 1585 C
29 AML 1588
30 AML 2948 C
31 AML 2945 C
32 AML 1559 C
33 AML 1587 C
34 AML 1489 F
35 AML 1491 F
36 AML 2224 F
37 AML 2225 F
38 SH 868 F
39 SH 485 F








43 BR 600 F
44 EAU 547 C
45 EAU 553 C




48 EAU 643 M

























































































































































I AML 1495 F
2 AML 1494 F
3 AML 1492
4 AML 1497
5 AML 1496 F
6 AML 2894 C
7 AML 2914 C
8 AML 1490
9 AML 2943
10 AML 1308 F
11 AML 2978
12 AML 2438 F
13 AML 2573 M
14 AML 2688 F
15 AML 2778
16 AML 2510 F
17 AML 1493 F
18 AML 1488 F
19 AML 2227
20 AML 2228 F
21 AML 2226 F
22 AML 2552 M
23 AML 1487
24 AML 2044 M
25 AML 2832 C
26 AML 1585 C
27 AML 1588 C
28 AML 2948 C
29 AML 2945 C
30 AML 1555
31 AML 1559 C
32 AML 1587 C
33 AML 1489 F
34 AML 1491 F
35 AML 2224 F
36 AML 2225 F
37 SH 868 F
38 SH 485 F








43 EAU 547 C





47 EAU 643 M
















Ovis Proximal Right Metatarsus






















60 mos + Soay




60 mos + Soay


























Method of bone profiling
481
C.1	 Osteometrical dimensions from Von den Driesch (1976)
C.2 Diagrams illustrating bone profiling methods:
. Atlas and axis
• Glenoid and proximal humerus
• Distal humerus and proximal metacarpus
• Obturator foramen and os pubis
• Proximal femur and distal femur
• Proximal tibia and distal tibia








Osteometrical Dimensions from Von den Driesch (1976)
• Atlas:	 1) Height of anterior plain (H)
p. 67	 2) Breadth (GB)
3) Length of dorsal plain (where applicable) (GL)
• Axis:	 1) Height of dens (Hd)*
p.68
	
2) Breadth of dens (Bd)*
• Glenoid:	 1) Length of glenoid process (GLP)
p.74
	
2) Breadth of glenoid cavity (BG)
• Distal Humerus:	 1) Breadth of distal end (Bd)
p. 76	 2) Depth of distal end (Dd)*
• Proximal Humerus: 	 1) Breadth of proximal end (Bp)
p. 77	 2) Depth of proximal end (Dp)
• Obturator Foramen:	 1) Inner length of obturator foramen (LF0)
p. 82	 2) Inner breadth of the obturator foramen (Bfo)*
• Pubis:	 1) Height of pubic section (Hp)*
p. 82	 2) Breadth of anterior part of pubic section (Bap)*
• Proximal Femur;	 1) Breadth of proximal end (Bp)
p.84
• Distal Femur:	 1) Breadth of distal end (Bd)
p. 84	 2) Depth of distal end (Dd)*
• Proximal Tibia:	 1) Breadth of proximal end (Bp)
p. 86	 2) Depth of proximal end (Dp)*
• Distal Tibia:	 1) Breadth of distal end (Bd)
p. 86	 2) Depth of the distal end (Dd)
• Astragalus:	 1) Length of lateral half (GL1)
p. 88	 2) Length of medial half (Gim)
3) Breadth of distal end (Bd)
• Proximal Metacarpus: 1) Breadth of proximal end (Bp)
p. 92	 2) Depth of proximal end (Dp)
• Proximal Metatarsus: 1) Breadth of proximal end (Bp)
p. 92	 2) Depth of proximal end (Dp)





C.2 Method of bone profiling: Atlas









Method of bone profiling: Glenoid fossa
Method of bone profiling: Proximal humerus
485







Method of bone profiling: Proximal metacarpus
486




















Method of bone profiling: Distal femur
488





Method of bone profiling: Distal tibia
489






Method of bone profiling: Proximal metatarsus
490
Appendix D
Bone Section Outline Raw Data
491
D. 1	 Vulpes bone outline data
• Glenoid fossa
• Proximal humerus
• Distal humerus (caudal)
• Distal humerus (ventral)
• Obturator foramen
• Proximal femur




















D.4	 Cervus bone outline data

































ROM 3612029 ROM 341222o RUM 341221 9
	
RUM 33282 o RUM 331202?
E7
ROM 334136 o RUM 334135o RUM 331201 o RUM 323117o RUM 34394?
ROM 34393 o RUM 332154 9 ROM 83001 9
	
RUM 82977 o	 RUM 83002 o









ROM 28083 o	 RUM 28084 o	 RUM 28079 o'
	















































SI-I 1165 o	 SI-I 1312o	 SI-I 1170o'	 Sil 1258 (Y
SI-I 1072o
496











ROM 3612029 ROM 341222 o ROM 341221 9
	
ROM 33282 cf ROM 331202 9
ROM 334136 o ROM 334135 o ROM 331201 o ROM323117o' ROM 34394?
c:15




ROM 82977 o	 ROM 83002 o
G3













ROM 16831 o' R0M32122649 ROM 3212265 o ROM 3212266?
ci1 j5
ROM 28077 o' ROM 28083 o	 ROM 28084 o	 ROM 28079 o' ROM 28078 o















ROM 28048 9	 SH 13580'	 SH 11249	 SH 1035 o
498


































SH 1165 o	 su 1312o'
	
SU 1170o'
SI-I 1258 o	 SH 1072d'
499






ROM 323117 0' ROM 34394 9
	
ROM 34393 a'
ROM 88248 a' ROM 83002 a'
	
ROM 83000? ROM 332154? ROM 83001 9
ROM 825770'	 ROM 167569
	
ROM 16831 0' ROM 3212264? ROM 3212265 0'
ROM 3212266	 ROM 361201 9 ROM 361202? ROM 3612030' ROM 331179o'
ROM 33281 a' ROM 3412220' ROM 341221 9
	
ROM 33282 o' ROM 3341360'
(J\	 (J;-




ROM 280840' ROM 280790' 	 ROM 280780'
	
ROM 28076 a' ROM 28080 9
500
Vulpes Distal Left Humerus (Caudal Plain)
RUM 28088 9
	
RUM 280629	 ROM 280639	 ROM 280129
	
RUM 28030 o







SH 1358o	 SH 11249
	






























SH 1312o'	 SF1 I170o	 SF1 1258 o	 SF1 1072o
501
Vulpes Distal Left Humerus (Ventral Plaiit)
0
lN11 22109	 ENFI 2528 o	 ENH 2029 o'	 EN!-! 2880 9	 RUM 33281 0'
Ti3
	RUM 3612029 ROM 3412220' ROM 341221 9
	
RUM 33282 0' RUM 3312029
ROM 334136
	
ROM 334135o ROM 331201 0' RUM 3231170' RUM 34394 9
2ii
RUM 34393 0' ROM 3321549 ROM 83001 9
	





Vulpes Left Obturator Foramen
D
lUA B29 o	 ENII 2528 o	 ENI-1 2029 o	 ENH 2210?
	
ROM 33281cT
ROM 361203 o ROM 341222 o ROM 341221 9
	
ROM 33282 o ROM 3312029
ROM 334135 o ROM 331201 o ROM 323117o	 ROM 343949
	
ROM 34393 o
ROM 332154? ROM 83001 9
	
ROM 82977 o	 ROM 83002 o	 GUL 1821 0'
ROM 12967?
	
ROM 88248 o	 ROM 167569
	
ROM 16831 o ROM 32122649
503



























Vulpes Proximal Left Femur
CT'?
ROM 361203 o ROM 341221 9 ROM 334135 o








ROM 33282o ROM 331202? ROM 334136 o
ROM 34394?
	
ROM 34393 o	 ROM 332154?















ROM 28077 o ROM 28083 o 	 ROM 280840'
ROM 28076 o RUM 28080? ROM 28088?
506
ROM 28012? RUM 280300' RUM 28017o RUM 28019? ROM 28025?
RUM 28047 9 SH 1124?RUM 28048 ç SH 1035o'SH 1358ct
Vulpes Proximal Left Femur
Vulpes Proximal Left Femur
SN 1258o SH 1072 o
507





SE-I 1291 9 SN 13259 SH 13089 SN 13079 SN 1370o
SN 1312o' SN 1170o'
SN 13059 SEl 1331 9
SI! 1061 9SIl 13699 SI! 13459
SN 11699SN 1371 9 SN 1165o'
SI! 1327o SI! 12869
Sus Atlas
Sus Axis






Sus Left Glenoid Fossa























Sus Left Obturator Foramen
EAU 6629
Sus Proximal Left Femur












EAU 6629 CC 582
EAU 665C
Sus Distal Left Femur






Sus Distal Left Tibia
SF 559	 CB 3169	 CB 3239	 SH 6039







SF 559 SF 76dm EAU 665ci EAU 6629
Sus Left Astragalus
LIII?
SH 6039 CB 3239
LE






















































NHM 1937.3 10.29 NHM 1937.6.9 19
519







SH493d	 SH42d	 CB333c	 D[C12Oc
DIC 162C	 DIC211Y	 DIC 2129	 DIC 2009
DIC 2189	 DIC 2339	 D1C257cT	 D1C258
c'7çc?ç
DLC259cT	 DIC8cT	 DIC 149	 DIC 189
520





Dama Left Glenoid Fossa (continued)
NHM 1937 3 10 29	 NHM 1937 6 9 19
521
Dama Distal Left Humerus
732I7






DIC 2129	 DIC 2339	 D1C257
522










DIG 23dm DIC 6919
NHM 1936 11.3 1c NHM 1937 3 1029
Dama Proximal Left Metacarpus
	SH420'














































DIC N529 DIC N539 DIC N559 DIC K56c






Dama Right Obturator Foramen
526
DIC 120
DIC 219 DIC 2009 DIC 2339 DIC 2570'







Dama Right Obturator Foramen (continued)




































NHM 1937.3 10.29	 NHM 1937.69 19
529
Dama Distal Left Tibia
cIIIIDcIDcIDcD
AML 2626C	 AML 25259	 AML 2527dm
	SH 493
cIIDDcDcD
SH 42C	 SH 494	 CB 333	 DIC 1 iOc
cDcIEcDcD
DIC 1719	 DIG 211Y	 DIG 2129	 DIC 21289
cDcDc3DcD
DIC 2339	 DIC257c	 DIC258Y	 D1C259ci
cDDcDc
DIC8d	 DIC 189	 DIC23cI'	 CC379
cIIDcEDcED























SH 493d SH 42d
CB 333ci' DIC 1719
Dama Left Astragalus
EIE1
DIC 6919	 CC 379	 NHM 1936 11 3 id	 N}IM 193731029
El
MI-MIQ7691ç 531
Dama Proximal Left Metatarsus
0
K
SH42C	 SH494c	 SH7769	 CB333cY	 C
DIC2IIcY	 D1C2129	 DEC2009	 D1C2189
D1C258cY	 DIC259c	 DIC 149	 DIG K19
DIG K79	 D1CK259	 D1CK269	 DIG K289
DIG N21cT	 DICN22c	 DICN23'	 DIC 319









































NHM 1853 3 7 319
CB 3189
NHM 1892.3 16 3'
Cervus Axis
535
Cervus Left Glenoid Fossa
a
.C0Q.
0CM 195029 EUAB21Q	 EUAD24d
CB 334d
0CM 19348d'
SH 1229 DIC 195d DIC 44d'
NHM 186686 12d
536
N}IM 1892 3 16 3d
CC 132d'
NHM 1853 3 7 319
SF419 EAU 29
Cervus Distal Left Humerus
537
AML 8c
AML 4549. AML 5639 EUA B219
SH 1229 CB 3189
CB 334cr DIC 44cj•
0CM 19348C 0CM 195029
Cervus Distal Left Humerus (continued)
NIIM 1892.3 163M NIIM 18668 6.12M
SF4IF EAU 29 CC 132cr
NIIM 185337311'
538
Cervus Proximal Left Metacarpus
C













NHM 1892.3.16 3CC 132
Cervus Left Obturator Foramen
540
0CM 19348cr 0CM 195029
EUA D24c SH 1229 CB 3189
DIC 44C -	 SF419 EAU29
EUA B219
cervus Left Obturator Foramen(continued)
NHM 1853.3.7.31çNHM 1866.8.6.I2ctNHM 1892.3.16.3
541
CCervus Left Pubis




CB 3189	 DIC 44cY
	
SF 419	 EAU 29	 CC 132cr
NHM 1892.3.16.3ct NHM 1866.8.6.I2cY NHM 1853.3 7.319
542

















Cervus Proximal Left Femur (continued)
C)
DIC 44C	 DIC 419
14





Cervus Distal Left Tibia
cIIIi3cIIIIII5cIID
0CM 193485	 0CM 195029	 AML 4549
AML 5639	 AML 8cY	 EVA B219
EUAD24cT	 SH1229	 CB3189
DICI95Y	 DIC44cI	 SF419














SH 1229 CB 3189 CB 334cT CB 3549








Cervus Proximal Left Metatarsus





















AML 1488 9 AML 2227 9
AML22269







AML 1489 9 AML 1491 9
AML 2224 9 AML 2225 9
StI 868 9 SF459
SF 43 0' EAU547d
EAU 5530' EAU 661 0'
EAU 621 o DH2o
FLA4O?
Ovi Atlas














tAEJ 553 c? FAU 661 d LAU 643 o EAIJ 621 o 1)11 I çr
AMI. 2894 d AMI, 2914 cf AML 14909 AML 2943 cf AML 13089 AML 2978 d
EI
AML 2573 o AML 2778 9 AML 2567 9 AML 1493 9 AML 14889 AML 2227 9
AML 2228 9 AML22269 AML460o AML 1487 o AML2044o' AML 2832 d
















AML 2573 o	 AML 2688?
	
AML 2778?
Ovis Right Glenoid Fossa
5óó




















































































AML 14959	 AML 1494?	 AML 1492?	 AML 1497?
EIIEIO1IIiIII5
AML 14969	 AML 1490?	 AML 13089	 AML 2978 d
E'°OQ
AML 2438ç	 AML 2573cf
	 AML 26889	 AML 2770ç
AML25679	 AML25IOç	 AL 14939	 AMLI488ç
555.
Ovis Proximal Right Humerus
E6EIII
AML2227?	 AN4L22289	 AML22269	 AML46Oc
coca
AML 1487 o	 AML 2044 o	 AML 2832 cf	 AML 1585cr
EIII6II61iiD
AMLI588d	 AML2948d	 AML2945d	 AML14892
AML 1491 2	 AML 22242	 AML 22252	 AML 8689
556
Ovis Proximal Right 1-lumerus
SM 4852	 SH 9009	 SF459	 S1 43 o
ciccIiIIIIi
BR 600 9	 EAU 547 d	 EAU 553 d	 EAU 661
42	 43
FAIJ 10?
	 EAU 643 o	 EAU 621 o	 DH 2 o
47	
48
FLA5(1)?	 FLA5(2)9	 FLA8O?	 FLA88o"
557
Oi'i.s Proximal Right Metacarpus
0
AML 14959 AML 14949 AML 1492? AML 1497? AML 14969 AML 2894 d 	 V
6 iI
AML 2914 d AML 1490? AML 2943 cf AML 1308? AML 2978 cf AML 2438?
AMI. 2573 cr AMI. 26889 AME, 2778 9 AML 2567 9 AML25IO9 AML 14939
AML 1488? AML 2227? AML 2228? AML 2226 9 AML2552o AML 1487 o





Ovis Right Obturator Foramen
0c1120 617
AML14949	 AML14929	 AML2894d	 AML2914d
AMI. 14902	 AML 2943 d	 AML 13089	 AML 2978 d
OEIhi1I767
AMI. 2438 9
	 AML 2573 o
	 AML 2688 9	 AMI. 2778 9
E7OII'E7
AML25679	 AML25102	 AML1493?	 AML1488?
0062 0
AML22279	 AML22289	 AML22269	 AML46Oo
559
Ovis Right Obturator Forarnen
ooiIIiIIc'
AML2552o	 AMLI487o	 AML2O44o	 AML2832d
61767612 0
AML 1585 d	 AMI, 1588 d'	 AMI. 2948 d	 AMI. 2946 d
QQiiI76III
AML 2945 ci	 AML 1555 d	 AML 1559 d	 AML 1587 d
QQ6IIQ
AML 1489?	 AML 14919	 AML22249	 AML2225?
1962 6O
SF18689	 SH 4859	 SH 9009	 SF430'
560




BR 600 9 EAIJ 547 d	 EAtJ 553 d










Ovis Proximal Right Femur
C
C
AM! 14959	 AM!. 14949
	




AML 1497 9	 AML 1496 9
	 AML 2894 d
AMI 1490 9	 AML 2943 d	 AM!. 1308?
AML 2978 d	 AML 24389	 AML 25679
AML 2573cf	 AML 2688?	 AML 2778?
/\
AMI. 25109	 AMI. 1493 9
	 AML 1488?
562
Ovis Proximal Right Femur (continued - 2)
AML 2227F AML 2228F AML 2226F
AML 460M	 AML 1487M	 AML 2044M
AML 2832M	 AML 1585M	 1588M
AML 2948M	 AML 2946M	 AML 2945M
AML 1555M	 AML 1559M
	
1587M










































































Ovis Distal Right Tibia


























































	 AML 2510 9






















AML 2044 0"	 AML 2832 d	 AML 1585 d
	





































Ovi.s Proximal Right Metatarsus
0












































Ovis Proximal Right Metatarsus










































Files located on the CD-ROM















F.2	 Sus mean shapes
Astragalus











F.4	 Cervus mean shapes













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ES-i I	 1.320:0	 I ES-i
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Eigenshape models for Ovis proximal femur
ES-I
	 0.386:0	 ES-I






















































































































































Files located on the CD-ROM
H. 1	 Vulpes eigenshape scores
H.2	 Daina eigenshape scores
H.3	 Cervus eigenshape scores




Files located on CD-ROM
	
1.1	 Vulpes eigensbape score plots
	
1.2	 Sus eigenshape score plots
	
1.3	 Dama eigenshape score plots
	
1.4	 Cervus eigenshape score piots
	
1.5	 Ovis eigenshape score piots
	
1.6	 Vulpes eigenshape score plots for ferallcaptive individuals
	




with F Test on ES scores
Files located on the CD-ROM






Osteometrical Data and Metric Plots
Files located on the CD-ROM
K. 1 Smaller mammals metrical data
(Mustela, Lepus, Felis)
K.2 Vulpes metrical data and metric plots
K.3 Dama metrical data and metric plots
K.4 Cervus metrical data and metric plots
K.5 Ovis metrical data and metric plots
K.6 Archaeological Cervus metrical data from Star Carr




Files located on the CD-ROM
L.1 Vulpes area size histograms
L.2 Sus area size histograms
L.3 Dama area size histograms
L.4 Cervu area size histograms
L.5 Ovis area size histograms
L.6 Star Carr archaeological Cervus area size histograms




Metrical Data with T —test
Files located on the CD-ROM
M.1	 Vulpes DFA and T-test
M.2	 Dama DFA and T— test
M.3	 Cervus DFA and T-test





N.!	 Catalogue of specimens




















Appendix N.!: Catalogue of Specimens
z
National Museum of Wales, Cardiff, 	 *
	
Department of Biodiversity and Systematic Biology 	 0
Q.
The Barbara Noddle Collection
NO. COLL. CAT.NO. SEX AGE
	 BREED	 PROV.
	I NMW 56	 W > 5yrs Warsleydale 	 UK
	












	 M >5yrs	 Portland	 UK
	
6 NMW 471




	 F > 5 yrs	 Cladore (rare Irish) 	 UK
	
8 NMW 543
	 M > 5yrs Mouflon	 UK
	
9 NMW 656
	 W > 5yrs Mouflon	 UK
	
10 NMW 423
	 M > 5yrs Soay
	 UK
	
11 NMW 647	 M — 3 yrs	 Btackface	 UK
	
12 NMW 650	 W > 5 yrs Finn X Galway	 UK
	
13 NMW 651
	 W > 5yrs Finn X Galway	 UK
	
14 NMW 652
	 F > 5 yrs	 Finn X Galway	 UK
	






















Blind test specimens: NMW Ovis glenoid fossa
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Blind test specimens: NMW Ovis glenoid fossa (cont...)
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Blind test specimens NMW Ovis proximal humerus (cont...)

















































Blind test specimens: NMW Ovis obturator foramen (cont...)
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Blind test specimens: NMW Ovis proximal femur











NMW 543	 NMW 85
NMW 656	 NMW84
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Blind test specimens: NMW Ovis distal tibia (cont...)
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N.3	 Blind test score plots including original sample individuals
Ovis atlas
ES-I








































Ovis Atlas Blind Test (Unprojected)
ES-2
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Ovis Glenoid Blind Test (Unprojected)
A	 A 8
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Ovis Obturator Foramen Blind Test (Unprojected)
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Ovis Obturator Foramen Blind Test (Unprojected)
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0.1	 List of Archaeological Specimens
• Silchester dog humeri
• Star Carr red deer specimens
• Canterbury sheep specimens
0.2	 Catalogue of sheep remains from Canterbury
0.3	 Star Carr archaeological red deer outline data
• Left glenoid fossa
• Right glenoid fossa
• Left distal humerus
• Right distal humerus
• Left and right proximal metacarpus
• Left distal tibia
• Right distal tibia
• Left astragalus
• Right astragalus
• Left and right proximal metatarsus
0.4	 Canterbury archaeological sheep outline data
• Atlas, left and right glenoid fossa, left and right
proximal metacarpus
• Right obturator foramen, left and right distal
tibia, left astragalus
ô87











Star Carr Red Deer Specimens






















































































































































0.2	 Catalogue of Sheep Remains from Canterbury MT 82 Pit 211 (3)
AMOUNT SiDE AGE	 ELEMENT	 COMMENT
2	 R	 Imm.+	 Horncores	 one with cut mark at base
I	 -	 Imm.+	 Frontal bone	 butchered diagonally across the top
2	 RIL	 >21 mos Maxilla piece	 mcluding three premolars (PM)
1	 L	 3 mos	 Mandible piece	 including PM4 and erupting Mi
1	 L	 10 mos Mandible piece	 including PM3 , PM4 , M and erupting M2
I	 L	 Juv	 Mandible piece	 with dp3 and dp4
_____ _____	 R	 Juv	 Mandible piece	 with dp2 and dp3
1	 L	 > 6 mos Mandible piece	 with PM2, PM4 and M1
1	 L	 > 6 mos Mandible piece 	 with PM2, PM3, PM4 and M1
I	 R	 > 12 mos Mandible piece 	 with worn PM4, M and M2
1	 R	 > 12 mos Mandible piece 	 with really worn PM3, and PM4
2	 ______ 1mm + Mandible hinges 	 ____________________________________
____________ L	 1mm + Condyloid process _____________________________________
2	 -	 > 6 mos Atlases	 _____________________________________
4	 L	 > 8 mos Gienoid fossae	 1 broken, 1 with cut marks
3	 R	 > 8 mos Glenoid fossae	 1 broken
IR	 <8 mos Glenoid fossa	 _____________________________________
1	 -	 3 5 years Proximal humerus	 broken
8	 L	 >10 mos Distal humeri 	 3 s/f (- 10 mos), 3 with cut marks
4	 R	 > 10 mos Distal humen	 1 with gnaw marks
6	 L	 > 10 mos Proximal radii	 I complete with distal end u/f (<3/5 years)
4	 R	 > 10 mos Proximal radii	 1 complete and 1 mid juvenile shaft
LJuvenile Proximal ulna	 _____________________________________
IR	 >2 5 years Proximal ulna	 ____________________________________
1	 R	 <2.5 years Proximal ulna	 ____________________________________
7	 R	 Imin.+	 Proximal metacarpi 2 complete metacarpus, distal u/f (<2 yrs)
4	 L	 1mm +	 Proximal metacarpi 	 1 with one distal condyle attached, I dist u/f
3	 > 2 years Distal metacarpi	 _______________________________________
20+	 -	 Imm.+ Rib pieces	 ____________________________________
15+	 _____	 Imm.+	 Vertebral pieces	 mcludmg 1 complete fused lumbar (>4 years)
11	 R	 > 10 mos Acetabula	 1 with cut marks across pubis
3	 L	 > 10 mos Acetabula	 ____________________________________
IL	 >3 5 years Proximal tibia	 _____________________________________
4	 L	 > 2 years Distal tibiae	 _____________________________________
4	 R	 > 2 years Distal tibiae	 _______________________________________
1	 R	 1mm + Tibia shaft	 _________________________________
3	 L	 1mm +	 Tibia shaft	 1 butchered
1	 L	 1mm + Astragalus	 _______________________________
1	 L	 Juvenile Calcaneuin	 _____________________________________
2	 R	 1mm + Proximal metatarsus _______________________________
3	 L	 1mm + Proximal metatarsus _______________________________
2	 L	 1mm + Mid metatarsus	 ______________________________
1	 _____ >28 mos Distal metatarsus	 _______________________________
> 16 mos - Medial phalanx	 _____________________________________
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Star Carr: Cervus Right Glenoid Fossa (continued)
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Star Carr: Cervus Left Astragalus
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Star Carr: Cervus Proximal Left Metatarsus











Canterbury: Ovis Left Glenoid Fossa
a
Canterbury: Ovis Right Glenoid Fossa
1i13 3
Canterbury: Ovis Left Metacarpus








Canterbury: Ovis Right Obturator Foramen
Canterbury: Ovis Left Distal Tibia
¶11
Canterbury: Ovis Right Distal Tibia
Canterbury: Ovis Left Astragalus
704
